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Company Overview 

Our Mission 

 “Our mission is to be dedicated to providing an administration solution that addresses the 
overwhelming changes in the benefits market today, with a focus on member satisfaction, ease of use, and 
an advanced technology platform, at the most cost effective price.” 

Peter H. Jennings, Founder 
Human Resource Concepts, LLC 

Our Background 

 HRC Total Solutions, LLC was founded in 2001 with the sole purpose of becoming a company’s 
“Single Source Solution” to Third Party Administration and Benefit Consulting/Design.  We have 
grown to be among the leading TPA’S in New England by offering similar services as our competitors, 
but with a focus on delivering exceptional customer service, utilizing an enhanced technology platform, 
and distributing our services through a brokered/association focused channel.  HRC Total Solutions has 
positioned itself competitively by offering service enhancements that other Third Party Administrators 
do not offer, and by utilizing technology, we have been enabled to deliver our services with a new 
marketing appeal at a reduced cost of administration.  Our exceptional customer service focus and 
commitment to this space has enabled HRC Total Solutions to stand out as a regional leader in Third 
Party Administration. 

Our Approach 

 The outsourcing of certain key functions of a company has been a growing trend that employers are 
utilizing to maintain expenses, stay current with all the new compliance regulations, streamline and become 
more effective in certain overhead draining expenses, and to allow companies to focus on their 
core business elements. HRC Total Solutions offers full service third party administration at 
wholesale pricing. We handle all of a client’s benefit administration needs, documents, compliance, and 
employee education, at a fraction of the cost of our competition. Our services are delivered 
through insurance brokers and associations which enable us to reduce our cost of marketing and 
certain business overhead costs. HRC Total Solutions is comprised of multiple layers of services, that 
when combined, the depth of our capabilities, provides a “Single Source Solution” to manage all of a 
company’s benefit administration needs. 
Our Commitment 

 HRC Total Solutions offers services that consist of Third Party Administration (Flex Plans, HSA’s, 
Commuter Plans, HRA’s, Dental Plans, and COBRA), and Benefit Consulting / Design.  Though many 
companies offer these services individually, no one combines the expertise of each and delivers 
them to the marketplace under one umbrella, “A Single Source Solution”.  We are committed to taking 
the needs and uniqueness of each of these services, combined with the talent and experience of our staff, 
and deliver them to our clients with a focus on exceptional customer service, integrity, honesty, and a fair 
price.  Our firm is an employer’s “Single Source Solution” to Benefit Administration. 
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Healthcare Reimbursement Arrangements (HRA) 
Explanation of HRA 

1. What is a Healthcare Reimbursement Arrangement?
A HRA is an arrangement that employers set up and completely funds to cover certain out of pocket, co-pays, co-insurance,
and/or deductible expenses employees may incur associated with their health insurance plan. It is an arrangement that employers
promise to pay certain expenses on behalf of the employee to help reduce their cost of medical expenses, for themselves, their
spouse, and dependent children. This arrangement is 100% paid for, funded, and designed by the employer for the employee’s
benefit.

2. Why Would A Company Consider A HRA?
Companies consider implementing HRA’S as a way to reduce the cost of health insurance premiums.  By increasing the
deductible of the health insurance plan, the premium to purchase the coverage can be reduced considerably.

3. How Does A HRA Work?
HRA’s are designed to work in conjunction with a high co-pay, high co-insurance, or high deductible health insurance plan
offered by the employer. Traditional health insurance plans have low co-pays, low co-insurance, and/or low deductibles, but
because the health insurance rates and medical expenses continue to rise, employers are deciding to design and implement
HRA’s to reduce employees’ cost. By increasing the co-pay, co-insurance, and/or deductible, the cost of your health insurance
premiums will decrease, but an employee’s out of pocket costs may increase. This is why employers implement a HRA to help
employees reduce their potential out of pocket increase while still providing them with a health insurance policy that offers
complete coverage. HRA’s are an effective in managing employees’ expenses, but they will be required to submit receipts or
understand how to get reimbursed for an eligible expense covered by the HRA. Please note, if you would like to set up the HRA
to reimburse per member level instead of contract level, the HRA administration fees may increase.

4. How Does The Deductible Get Paid?

There are several ways an employee can get reimbursed from the HRA depending on the options an employer allows. Here
are examples of how to get reimbursed:

A. An employee can submit a claim online, email it, mail it, fax it, or drop the claim off to us along with the proper 
documentation necessary to prove they have incurred the expense. Proper documentation may consist of a letter 
that they will receive from the health insurance company. This letter is called a letter of explanation of benefits 
(EOB). In some cases, a receipt from the pharmacy may be all they need to submit. The proper documentation will 
be outlined by the employer. 

B. An employer may authorize the use of claims submission through the use of a VISA Card. If an employer 
authorizes this form of reimbursement, an employee will receive a VISA Card from HRC Total Solutions after 
they are enrolled. To use the VISA Card, an employee simply presents it at an eligible location for an eligible 
expense. They may only use this card for eligible expenses and they must keep receipts, they may be 
contacted to verify the expense. 

5. Should An Employer Outsource The Administration?
There are many factors to consider when deciding to outsource the administration of paying the deductibles.  Though pricing is
important, it isn’t the only consideration to focus on.  The employees will be submitting their claims for deductible
reimbursement, and all of their personal information of what they had done will be on the EOB.  Many employees will find this
information private and may not want it shared with their employers.  By outsourcing, the employer can get the claims paid, and
the employee can rest assured that their information is kept confidential.  It is also important to consider a Third Party
Administrator who is setup for paying these types of claims.  Employees are going to need an efficient streamlined process to
receive their deductible money.  Failure to reimburse an employee expediently could result in the employee receiving additional
charges from their provider.  Employers should consider using a TPA who can offer debit card processing for reimbursing the
deductible.  This would allow the employee to pay for their deductibles directly to the provider without having to submit claims
for reimbursement.
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Healthcare Reimbursement Arrangements (HRA) (Continued) 

6. What Are Some of the Benefits of an HRA Plan?
1. Helps Employers Save Insurance Premium Money
2. Is an Effective Tool in Maintaining Employee Benefits Budgets
3. Savings on Insurance Premiums Can Be Used Elsewhere in Benefit Budget (Salaries, Benefits, etc…)
4. Helps Fund 401(k) Plans
5. Helps Fund Sect. 125 Plans

Calculation of Savings 

Employers can realize great savings by implementing HRAs. There are, however, several factors that play a role in calculating 
the true savings.  The basic formula for calculating a company’s savings is as follows: 

Traditional Plan HRA Program 

Premium 
    Individual contracts ______ @ $_______ times 12 months equals $ 
    Family contracts      ______ @ $_______ times 12 months equals $ 
    Other contracts        ______ @ $_______ times 12 months equals $ 
    Other contracts        ______ @ $_______ times 12 months equals $ 
    Individual contracts ______ @ $_______ times 12 months equals $ 
    Family contracts      ______ @ $_______ times 12 months equals $ 
    Other contracts        ______ @ $_______ times 12 months equals $ 
    Other contracts        ______ @ $_______ times 12 months equals $ 

Total Premium            (A) $ $ 

HRA Reimbursement Costs 
    Individual contracts ______ @ $_______ (HRA maximum) equals $ 
    Family contracts      ______ @ $_______ (HRA maximum) equals $ 
    Other contracts        ______ @ $_______ (HRA maximum) equals $ 
    Other contracts        ______ @ $_______ (HRA maximum) equals $ 

    Total Potential Employer Liability $ 
Likely percent of reimbursement (assumes HRA @ 50% of deductible) 60% 

Total Projected Liability          (B) $ 

HRA Administrative Costs
Implementation Fee ($695 HRA only or $995 HRA/FSA) $ 
No. of HRA participants _______ times monthly admin cost $_______ 
times 12 months

Total HRA Administrative Costs  (C) $ 

Total Projected Cost (A + B +C) $ $ 
Projected Savings $ 
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Outline of Services 
Initial Setup / Installation / Take-Over 

1. Initial Consultation
Whether you have a HRA program or not, HRC Total Solutions will take the time necessary to analyze and develop the 
right HRA program to fit your company’s budget and benefit needs.  We will integrate with your existing benefit programs and 
implement our procedures, which you customize, to keep your employees satisfied.

2. Suggested Legal Documents
Whether it is a new plan or take-over, HRC Total Solutions will provide you with suggested plan documents, 
summary plan description, and corporate resolution.

3. Interface With Existing Broker / Benefit Consultant
After we have analyzed your current Health Insurance design, HRC Total Solutions will interface with your existing broker / 
benefit consultant to research available health plans and their costs.

4. Setting Up Of The Systems
In order to process the claims efficiently and accurately, HRC Total Solutions, along with your input, will design the best 
procedures in order to manage claims.  Your Health Insurance plan design and outline of benefits will be inputted into our 
systems and if your company chooses to utilize the debit card for payment of deductible, the cards will be ordered and 
programmed.

Employee Communications 

1. Enrollment Forms / Materials
HRC Total Solutions will provide you with a customized Outline of Benefits Letter that will be given to the employees 
during the enrollment process.

2. Enrollment Meetings
Upon the initial setup or takeover, HRC Total Solutions will provide enrollment meetings and education sessions to introduce 
the HRA to the employees.  After this initial time, HRC Total Solutions will conduct enrollment meetings for employees 
annually and when there is a significant amount of new hires.

3. Claim Forms
If employees decide to not use the HRA Debit card, or for expenses not covered by the card, HRC Total Solutions will provide 
claims forms that can be submitted for reimbursement from the account.

On-Going Administration Services 

1. Daily Claims Administration
If plan design is set up to include a Debit card, HRC Total Solutions will provide enrolled employees with a HRA Debit card 
via U.S Mail.  These cards are considered VISA Cards, however, they can only be used at predefined locations.  If an expense 
cannot be put through on the card, then the employee can submit this claim by mailing, faxing, emailing, or dropping it 
off to HRC Total Solutions.  Upon receipt, the claim will be processed and a check will be dispensed.
If weekly electronic claims file feed is set up between HRCTS and your Medical Insurance Carrier. HRCTS will process claims 
once received and will reimburse the employee directly with a paper check or direct deposit.

2. Online Employee Account Balances
Employees will have access to update profile information, ask questions, review claims, download claim forms and checking 
their balances of their HRA accounts online. HRCTS will email Account Statements on the 15th of every month to 
participants enrolled with an email address on file.

3. Online Employer Account Statuses
Employers will have access to periodic plan activity and employee’s account balances via the web or by contacting their
assigned 2 person Account Executive team.
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Implementation and Ongoing Administration Schedule 

Phase I 
1. Application taken and plan designed
2. HRCTS Account Executive team assigned to HR for day to day assistance
3. Interface with broker / benefit consultant
4. Design the enrollment material
1. Set the Enrollment Dates (HRCTS will provide onsite meeting, conference calls or set up webinars 

to educate employees on benefit provided. HRCTS requires a minimum of 10 employees in attendance 
for an onsite meeting)

5. Setup/Installation charges billed (Due within 15 days)

Phase II 
1. Enrollment meeting letter goes out with paychecks or posted
2. Enrollment meetings performed
3. Employees complete their enrollment forms and return them to HR
4. HR forwards a complete list of all the employees who will have a HRA account to HRC Total Solutions
5. HRC Total Solutions enters data from the census given
6. HRC Total Solutions sends out confirmation letter to employees with HRA debit card and claim forms

Phase III 
1. First quarter billing for accounts is calculated by HRCTS then Employer is billed. Administration is 

billed quarterly at the beginnings of the quarters thereafter
2. Funding level calculated then Employer is billed for initial deposit. Funding is billed monthly

thereafter.
3. Daily processing of claims commencing
4. The online web access opened up for employees to check balances, submit claims, update profile, etc.
5. HRA account balance monitored and claims reimbursed by employer via HRA

Phase IV 
1. Ongoing quarterly billing of accounts
2. Daily processing of claims
3. HRA account balance monitored and claims reimbursed by employer via HRA
4. Analyst of program for effectiveness and costs savings
5. Future employee enrollment meetings conducted
6. Updates and plan amendments completed
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Cafeteria Plan Components 

Premium Offset Plan (POP) 

1. What is a POP?
A Premium Offset Plan is a provision under the Internal Revenue Code Section 125 that enables employers 
to allow their employees to have certain premiums that they have to pay out of their paycheck, to be taken 
out before the employee pays tax.  These premiums would be taken out before the Federal tax, FICA tax, 
and the State tax.  The POP also allows the employers to save on the matching FICA that they would have 
had to contribute on this amount. 

2. What Premiums Qualify?

 Health
 Prescription
 Dental
 Vision
 Disability

 Employee Group Term Life (up to $50,000)
 Cancer
 Medicare Supplement
 Hospital Indemnity
 Accident

3. Are There Legal Requirements to Having a POP?
Yes, a company must follow the regulations set forth by the Federal Government in order to establish and 
maintain a Section 125 POP.  These requirements include: 

 Legal Documents
 Corporate Resolution
 5500 Tax Filing

 Summary Plan Descriptions (SPD’S)
 Employee Enrollment
 Discrimination Testing

4. How Much Will The Company Save?
It is rather simple to estimate how much a company will save be implementing a POP.  In most cases, the 
tax savings for the employer well exceeds the cost to have such a plan.  

Calculate The Company’s Savings: 

1. Add all the employees’ total annual insurance premiums they pay:  $ _____________

2. Multiple by the FICA Savings:  X          _  7.65% 

3. Total Annual Employer Savings:              $ _____________ 
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Cafeteria Plan Components (Continued) 

Flexible Spending Accounts (FSA) 

1. What are FSA’S?
An FSA is an account that an employee sets up with HRC Total Solutions (similar to a savings account).  It 
enables them to deduct money out of their payroll on a pretax basis and directly deposit these funds into an 
account with HRC Total Solutions. These funds can later be withdrawn from this account on a tax free 
basis to pay for eligible medical, dental, vision, over the counter, prescription, and dependent care 
expenses for themselves, their spouse, and eligible dependent children. They are a great way to save 
taxes and reduce your out of pocket expenses! 

2. How Do FSA’S Work?
Before the effective date of your FSA plan year (Decided by the employer), an employee will calculate how 
much money they think they and their dependents will spend during the plan year on your out of pocket 
expenses for medical, dental, vision, over the counter, prescription, and dependent care expenses. This annual 
number is divided by the amount of payrolls during the plan year and this amount will be deducted from the 
employee’s payroll each period and deposited into their FSA. This money comes out before they pay Federal 
Tax, FICA Tax, and State Tax. After you add up their tax savings with their money in this account, they 
effectively have increased their take home pay.   

They will have the opportunity to change their election each plan year and also if they have a qualifying event; which 
includes marriage, divorce, death, or birth in their immediate family.  If they have a qualifying event, they can increase or 
decrease your annual election within a 30-day period following the event.   

3. What Are Eligible Expenses?

Eligible Healthcare Expenses include, but are not limited to: 
 Deductibles
 Prescriptions
 Dental Expenses
 Vision Expenses
 Chiropractic Expenses

 Coinsurance Amounts
 Hearing Expenses
 Birth Control
 Mental Health Counseling
 Acupuncture

Eligible Daycare Expenses include, but are not limited to: 
 Daycare Expenses
 Day Camp
 Pre-School

 Baby Sitting (With Restrictions)
 After School Programs

4. Are There Legal Requirements to Having FSA?
Yes, these requirements are the same requirements that are listed under POP’S. 

5. How Much Will The Company Save?
You can calculate the savings to the company by applying the same principles used for POP’S.  Just add-up 
all the annual elections for these accounts and multiple by the FICA savings (7.65%) 
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Outline of Services 

Initial Setup / Installation / Take-Over 
1. Initial Consultation

HRC Total Solutions works with you to create the right Cafeteria Plan to fit your company’s budget and 
benefit needs.  We integrate with your existing benefit programs and implement our procedures, 
which you customize, to keep your employees satisfied.

2. Suggested Legal Documents
Whether it is a new plan or take-over, HRC Total Solutions will provide you with suggested plan 
documents, summary plan description, and corporate resolution.

3. Interface With Existing Broker / Benefit Consultant
After we analyze your current Health Insurance design, we interface with your existing broker and/or
benefit consultant to create a coordinated employee benefits package.

Employee Communications 
1. Enrollment Forms / Materials

HRC Total Solutions will provide you with enrollment kits that each employee received during the 
enrollment process.

2. Enrollment Meetings
Upon the initial setup or takeover, HRC Total Solutions will provide enrollment meetings and 
education sessions to introduce the FSA’S to the employees.  After this initial time, HRC Total 
Solutions will conduct enrollment meetings for employees annually and when there is a significant 
amount of new hires.

3. Claim Forms
If employees decide to not use the FSA Debit card, or for expenses not covered by the card, 
HRC Total Solutions will provide claims forms that can be submitted for reimbursement from the 
accounts.

On-Going Administration Services 
1. Daily Claims Administration

HRC Total Solutions provides employers with a FSA Debit card for each employee.  These 
cards are considered VISA Cards; however, they can only be used at predefined locations.  If an 
expense can not be put through on the card, then the employee can submit this claim by mailing, 
faxing, online, or dropping it off to HRC Total Solutions.  Upon receipt, the claim will be 
processed and a check will be dispensed.

2. Online Employee Account Balances
Employees will have access to checking their balances of their FSA accounts online.  They will also be
allowed to download claim forms and enrollment material.

3. Online Employer Account Statuses
Employers will have access to periodic plan activity and employee’s account balances via the web or by 
calling HRC Total Solutions.

4. Discrimination Testing
We will perform the annual discrimination testing as part of your compliance review.  (If you request it)

5. 5500 Filing
We will provide you with any information your tax advisor requests within 30 days of your request to 
HRCTS.
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Implementation and Ongoing Administration Schedule 

Phase I 
2. Application taken and plan designed
3. HRCTS Account Executive team assigned to HR for day to day assistance
4. Documents, Corporate Resolution, Summary Plan Descriptions completed
5. Set the Enrollment Dates (HRCTS will provide onsite meeting, conference calls or set up webinars 

to educate employees on benefit provided. HRCTS requires a minimum of 10 employees in attendance 
for an onsite meeting)

6. Setup/Installation charges billed (Due within 30 days)

Phase II 
1. Enrollment meeting letter goes out with paychecks, emailed or posted by employer
2. Enrollment meetings performed
3. Employees complete their enrollment forms and return them to HR for review
4. HR sends via an Excel spreadsheet all enrollment data to HRC Total Solutions
5. HRC Total Solutions enters data from the enrollment forms within 30 days of receipt
6. HRC Total Solutions assists the employer in setting up their payroll and account funding
7. HRC Total Solutions sends out confirmation email to employees with an email address provided

Phase III 
1. First quarter billing for accounts is calculated by HRCTS then Employer is billed. Administration is 

billed quarterly at the beginnings of the quarters thereafter
2. Funding level calculated then Employer is billed for initial deposit. Funding is billed monthly

thereafter.
3. Daily processing of claims commencing
4. The online web access opened up for employees to check balances, submit claims, update profile, etc.

Phase IV 
1. Ongoing quarterly billing and monthly funding billing of accounts
2. Daily processing of claims
3. Annual discrimination testing performed (If Requested)
4. 5500 Filing information provided (If Requested)
5. Future employee enrollment meetings conducted
6. Updates and plan amendments completed
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Fee Schedule 

HRC Total Solutions is a full servicing Third Party Administrator.  Our philosophy on pricing is to include all of our 
services for the plan you purchase for one simple fee.  We do not have any additional charges other then what is outlined 
below.  Each plan, regardless of the options chosen, will have an installation price, renewal fee, and an employee fee for 
the Healthcare Reimbursement Arrangement.  All of the services outlined with this proposal are included in our 
pricing model.  We appreciate a company’s necessity to gather competitive pricing to compare costs, so if there are any 
questions or comments on our pricing / services, please don’t hesitate to ask.  Thank you for considering HRC Total 
Solutions, LLC as your Administrator of choice. 

HRA and FSA Option 1 (Standard Pricing) 

Installation: $695 HRA only 
$750 FSA only 

Combined Pricing: $995 HRA & FSA 

Renewal: $395 HRA only 
$450 FSA only  

Combined Pricing: $695 HRA & FSA 

Employee Account 
Administration Fee: $4.25/Employee/Month with an HRA Account. 

$4.95/Employee/Month with an FSA Account.  

$6.75/Employee/Month with an HRA and FSA. 

(Minimum billing of 12 participants/Month) 

HRA and FSA Option 2 (Green) 

Installation:  $650 HRA or FSA 
Combined Pricing: $995 HRA & FSA 

Renewal: $395 HRA only 
$400 FSA only  

Combined Pricing: $695 HRA & FSA 

Employee Account 
Administration Fee:  

$4.00/Employee/Month with an HRA Account. Claims paid via VISA Card 
or Direct Deposit.  

$4.50/Employee/Month with an FSA Account. Claims paid via VISA Card 
and Direct Deposit. 

$6.25/Employee/Month with an HRA and FSA. 

(Minimum billing of $54.00/Month) 

Continued on next page 
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(Green Option) Same services as outlined in this proposal, except: 

 Email address required for all participants
 Completed Direct Deposit form required for all participants
 All Claims paid via VISA or (manual claims) via Direct Deposit
 Encourage online forms
 PDF version of enrollment/education materials provided to Employer for distribution to

Employees
 Enrollment via Excel spreadsheet
 Employee and Employer reports/notifications sent via email monthly

Please note the following services are included in the fee structures proposed: 

• Debit cards for participants/spouse/dependents the age of 18+
• Non-Discrimination Testing upon request from employer
• Plan document preparation (SPD, Corporate Resolution, Adoption Agreement)
• Employee meetings/enrollment materials
• Information employer needs for 5500 filing. HRCTS does not file the 5500s for the employer
• Employer/Employee online accounts
 Mobile Benefits & Text Message alerts available
• Daily claims processing, checks issued daily, direct deposits processes twice a week on

Tuesday and Friday
• Dedicated 2 person Account Executive team assigned to Employer for day to day assistance.

(Enrollments, issues, documents, renewals, meetings, etc)
• Participant Customer Service Team available Monday-Friday 8:30am-7:30pm Est
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HRA Funding Option 1 

To fund the “initial deposit” for the Plan equal 7% of the total employer exposed money amount 
or $2,000.00 (whichever is greater.)  HRCTS request 7% as studies have shown this method is necessary 
in order for HRCTS to have enough money available for the initial claims’ volume and because VISA 
requires money to be available whenever the Debit Cards are linked to the HRA. Because all of the 
annual eligibility is available from the first day of the plan year, this funding method enables HRCTS to 
have an initial working amount to pay claims. 

In additional to the initial deposit, HRCTS will invoice the Client each month to bring the balance back to 
this initial deposit amount. If the HRA account falls below half of the initial deposit, the Client may be 
notified and the Client will be responsible for making a deposit to bring the account back to the 
initial deposit amount. All invoices related to funding are payable and due upon receipt. If any corporate 
invoices billed by HRC Total Solutions are left unpaid for more than 15 days, HRC Total Solutions may 
deduct their expenses/invoices from a Clients HRA fund balances. 

FSA Funding Option 1 

To fund the “initial deposit” for the Plan equal to two months’ worth of payroll deductions or $2,000.00 
(whichever is greater.)  This two month method is used because studies have shown that two months 
worth of payroll deductions are necessary in order for HRCTS to have enough money available for the 
initial claims’ volume and because VISA requires money to be available whenever the Debit Cards are 
used. Since all of the annual election is available from the first day of the plan year for Healthcare 
Flexible Spending Accounts, this funding method enables HRCTS to have an initial working amount to pay 
claims.  
In additional to the initial deposit, HRCTS will invoice the client each month to bring the balance back to 
this initial deposit amount. If the Flexible Spending Account falls below half of the initial deposit, the client 
may be notified and the client will be responsible for making a deposit to bring the account back to the 
initial deposit amount. All invoices related to funding are payable and due upon receipt. If any corporate 
invoices billed by HRC Total Solutions are left unpaid for more than 15 days, HRC Total 
Solutions may deduct their expenses/invoices from the client’s FSA fund balances. 

HRA & FSA Funding Option 2 

If requested, HRCTS will set up the Debit Cards, checks and direct deposits to the Employers business 
checking account. If this is set up, no funding level is required to be on hand at HRCTS for claims 
payment. HRCTS will request 30 days to finalize set up of this funding arrangement. 




